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Abstract 

The modern organisation operates within a sophisticated and evolving security threat landscape 
that exposes its information infrastructure to a range of security risks. Unsurprisingly, despite the 
existence of industry ‘best-practice’ security standards and unprecedented levels of investment in 
security technology, the rate of incidents continues to escalate. Furthermore, a review of security 
literature reveals an apparent lack of strategic perspective in the field of information security 
management (ISM) which results in a number of strategic challenges for ISM function in 
organisations. The level of sophistication and dynamism of threat requires organisations to develop 
novel security strategies that draw on creative and lateral thinking approaches. Such a security 
campaign requires the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) to function as a ‘strategist’. 
However, there is little or no evidence in security literature to show that the security leader is 
required to function as a strategist. In this research, we set out to identify the specific competencies 
required by CISOs to become effective strategists by performing a systematic literature review of 
both security and strategic management literature. We thematically analysed and coded the 
characteristics extracted from strategic management literature into the five dimensions of the 
strategist. We discuss these macro competencies in the context of ISM, and argue that CISOs with 
these five dimensions of a strategist will be able to overcome the existing strategic challenges facing 
ISM in organisations.  

Keywords: Information Security; Information Security Strategy; Information Security Management; 
Chief Information Security Officer; Strategist; Competencies 
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Introduction 

The modern organisation operates within a sophisticated and evolving security threat landscape that 
exposes its information infrastructure to a range of security risks. Organisations may suffer 
reputational damage, loss of revenue, costs arising from breaches of confidentiality agreements and 
loss of productivity as a result of leakage of sensitive information (Ahmad et al. 2014a). 
Unsurprisingly, despite the existence of industry ‘best-practice’ security standards and unprecedented 
levels of investment in security infrastructure, the rate of incidents continues to escalate (Ahmad et al. 
2014b). The risks to organisations have thus become significantly heightened and require novel 
information security strategies that recognise the complexity of the prevailing threat environment. As 
a result, the role of the chief information security officer (CISO) is increasingly gaining presence in the 
boardroom, with greater input into strategy and is rising to the level of other C-level executives 
(Alexander and Cummings 2016; Dawson et al. 2010). The CISO is now required to become a 
strategist who is able to develop organisational-level security strategies that are flexible, adaptable and 
readily modifiable in commensuration with a dynamic and volatile environment, while at the same 
time aligning with the business strategy. A strategist develops and drives the implementation of 
strategies that enable organisations to achieve their goals and objectives (Smaltz et al. 2006).  

However, a review of security literature reveals an apparent lack of strategic perspective in the field of 
information security management (ISM); a number of strategic challenges for ISM function in 
organisations; and little or no evidence to show that the security leader is required to function as a 
strategist. We address this gap by asking the following research question: 

What characteristics are required by the chief information security officer to effectively 
function as a strategist? 

Consequently, we have developed the five dimensions of a strategist, which represent specific 
competencies required for the CISO to effectively become a strategist. We argue that with these 5 
dimensions the CISO will be able to overcome the existing strategic challenges facing ISM in 
organisations.  

The paper is organised as follows. First, we discuss the missing strategic perspective of ISM and the 
resulting ISM strategic challenges. Next, we develop and describe the five dimensions of the strategist 
based on thematic analysis of characteristics and qualities of strategists extracted from strategic 
management literature. Next, we discuss how CISOs exhibiting the competencies defined within the 
five dimensions will be able to overcome the ISM strategic challenges. Finally, we conclude the paper 
with directions for future research. 

Information Security Management Strategic Challenges  

 Information Security Management (ISM) is responsible for the lifecycle of the information security 
function within an organisation. This includes identification of relevant information assets, 
determination of possible and probable threats, selection of appropriate safeguards, and ensuring the 
effective and efficient implementation of selected safeguards. Our review of security literature reveals 
a grouping of activities that make up the lifecycle of the information security function within 
organisations into practice areas such as security policy management and security risk management 
(Alshaikh et al. 2014). While the focus of this paper is on strategic competencies of the CISO, existing 
ISM practice areas only focus on operational responsibilities of the CISO, revealing an apparent lack 
of strategic perspective. 

The following are challenges currently faced by ISM within organisations because of the missing 
strategic perspective of the ISM function. We have put together these challenges based a number of 
key themes brought up by several authors. The strategic nature of these challenges has in part 
motivated the need for CISOs with strategic perspective. 

Evolving Threat Landscape Requires an Innovative Strategy 

Traditionally, information security involved identifying information assets, and applying 
corresponding preventative security measures which were contingent on clearly distinguishable 
boundaries and perimeter (Durbin 2011). However, advancements in Information Technology (IT) 
have led to the rise of boundary spanning technologies and trends, which have blurred the lines of 
boundary around company information assets. Thus exacerbating the risk of leakage of sensitive 
information (Ahmad et al. 2014a). 
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Furthermore, previously threats were known, predictable, opportunistic and driven by the need for 
adventure and bragging rights by the attackers; however, nowadays, threats have become 
unpredictable, novel and the motivation behind attacks have shifted to mainly financial gain (Smiraus 
and Jasek 2011; Sood and Enbody 2013; Tankard 2011). Attackers are no longer youngsters, computer 
whiz kids or any of the other stereotypes associated with hackers; rather, they are organised 
syndicates and nation states with considerable resources at their disposal, seeking to steal information 
as part of economic or industrial espionage, and/or covertly sabotage critical infrastructure as part of 
cyber warfare(Schiavone et al. 2014). Security strategies that were effective in the past, based on a 
static selection of preventative safeguards now need to be re-evaluated vis-à-vis the current dynamic 
environment and sophisticated threat landscape (Baskerville et al. 2014). 

Security Strategy Requires a Holistic Organisational View 

Despite the increasing recognition of the role of Information Security in protecting an organisation’s 
information assets, and the corresponding increase in security spend (Hall et al. 2011), ISM is still 
seen as a technical problem – to be handled by IT (McFadzean et al. 2007; von Solms and von Solms 
2004). Consequently, the strategic business context within which the organisation’s information 
assets are utilised is lost (Kayworth and Whitten 2010). ISM may not have adequate understanding of 
the business and/or a good background in strategy to appreciate and engage with the business 
direction, which is essential to an effective security strategy (Sveen et al. 2009). Without this strategic 
and business context, ISM activities are skewed towards the operational with a systems-view, 
resulting in a narrow fit. This operations-focused ISM is thus reactive in nature, and does not support 
the long-term orientation of the organisation, and a system-centric view lacks alignment with the 
business objectives. An effective security strategy therefore requires a holistic view of the 
organisation’s information assets and a recognition of all organisational capabilities.  

Response to Strategic Change Requires Situational Awareness 

As part of operational requirements, ISM responds to security incidents and technical changes within 
the organisation. However, the ISM function has no strategic response requirements. Strategic 
response is the ability to recognise changes in the organisation’s environmental context or to any of 
the parameters considered during strategy development, and be able to respond accordingly by 
modifying strategy. In contrast, incident response is operational in nature and has the goal of recovery 
from incidents and restoration of service (Tan et al. 2003).  

Ahmad et al. (2015) argue that though security incidents and seemingly innocuous anomalies are 
operational, they may be pointers to new patterns of attacks and threats, which may have strategic 
implications. If organisations properly investigated and learned from these incidents and anomalies, 
they will acquire situational awareness, which is the quality of being aware of and knowing the 
immediate and future implications of what is happening around you (Webb et al. 2014).  Situational 
awareness increases ability to detect and identify changes in the environmental context, and thus 
strengthens the organisation’s capacity for strategic response.  

Unfortunately, as Ahmad et al. (2012) demonstrated in a case study, organisations are not learning 
from incidents. Because of poor situational awareness, ISM is not able to respond to changes in the 
security environmental context within which the organisation is operating. This poor situational 
awareness results in blind spots in security risk management, such that security controls are selected 
without appropriate reference to the organisation’s actual context (Webb et al. 2014). 

Security Strategy Transcends Compliance  

Security strategy developed with the intent of just satisfying compliance requirements does not 
translate to an effective security posture. ISM becomes a compliance problem in organisations that do 
not recognise the relevance of security and the role it should play but are rather compelled by 
regulatory and legal requirements to implement security controls (Tan et al. 2003). Organisations 
derive security requirements from a number of sources such as operational, legal, contractual, 
regulatory, and competition requirements. Compliance appears to be the most compelling due to the 
known fact that lack of adherence results in clearly understood penalties. Security requirements and 
risks arising from other sources are left out, consequently, risk management assumes a technical 
orientation (Shedden et al. 2011); and risk assessments are performed without appropriate reference 
to the organisation’s actual situation (Webb et al. 2014).  
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When this occurs, the CISOs either may turn to their technical expertise in creating a technically 
focused security program or may adopt ‘best-practice’ international standards and security 
frameworks such as the ISO 27001 and PCI DSS as part of their security program without a contextual 
understanding of the organisation and the prevailing security threat landscape. Thus resulting in a 
static security posture that does not take into cognisance any change in environmental context.  

Security Strategy Requires Effective Communication 

Ashenden (2008) alludes to a communication gap between ISM and senior management or board 
members of an organisation. This gap results in further dissociation of the security function from the 
business – strengthening the perception that security is a technical subject that should be delegated or 
relegated to the technical people. von Solms and von Solms (2004) argue that one of the ten deadly 
sins of information security is not realising security is a business issue rather than technical.  

Furthermore, Alshaikh et al. (2014) has identified intra-organisational liaison which involves 
communication, collaboration and coordination activities between security management and other 
functional parts of the organisation such as human resources and finance, as a strategic challenge. In a 
case study, Ahmad et al. (2015) observed that members of a particular group or unit tend to focus only 
on what they do, insular about other units and teams. Such that different teams do not readily 
disseminate information to one another within the organisation, leading to communication 
breakdown.  

Lastly, creating a culture of security and realising desired behavioural change within the organisation 
requires effective communication (Lim et al. 2010; Lim et al. 2009; Ruighaver et al. 2007). 
Unfortunately, inadequate communication with employees by ISM has been the norm in that security 
leaders have relied on one-way communication to broadcast security messages to the people with no 
appropriate means of obtaining relevant feedback (Ashenden and Sasse 2013). Communication sits at 
the heart of transformation, and if an organisation would transform because of its experiences and 
learnings, then there must be effective communication and collaboration. CISOs need to communicate 
with senior management, other functional areas and to all employees of the organisation. Poor 
communication within security management affects the security posture of the organisation. 

Methodology  

In this research study, we assessed publications from both security literature and strategic 
management literature (SML) using systematic literature review technique (Kitchenham 2004; 
Webster and Watson 2002). In order to identify relevant publications, we used the Scopus online 
database to search for the relevant terms, because of its good coverage of academic journals. In the 
security literature, we performed the initial search for publications by using ‘information security 
manager’ AND ‘strategist’ as search string, this yielded no results. We adjusted the search to look for 
‘role’ AND ‘information security manager’, and ‘role’ AND ‘CISO’ (Chief Information Security 
Officer). These searches yielded 7 and 14 articles, respectively. After reading the abstracts and 
skimming through the papers, we eventually reduced the number of relevant articles to a total of 11 
publications. In SML, we used the search string ‘role’ AND ‘strategist’ in the Scopus online database. 
Initial search yielded 126 articles. After reading the abstracts, keywords and skimming through the 
papers, we reduced the number of relevant articles to 27.   

Recognising that the sole use of the systematic approach has the potential weakness of missing out 
some publications, which might have referred to search key words with different names, we therefore 
utilised an exploratory approach in parallel. This primarily involved trying various keywords and 
following up references cited by the publications identified during the systematic review. These search 
keywords were ‘IT Security manager’, ‘CISO’, or ‘information security manager’ AND ‘role’ or 
‘functions’ in security literature; and ‘strategist’ AND ‘role’, ‘function’, ‘qualities’ or ‘characteristics’ in 
SML. At the end of the exploratory search, we increased the final number of relevant publications 
from security literature to 20; and from SML to 55. These were then used for the literature review.  We 
extracted relevant words, phrases and sentences describing the roles of security leaders from each 
security literature article. The analysis of the extracted texts revealed that scholars discuss security 
management roles predominantly from a functional or ‘practice’ point of view, rather than in terms of 
competencies. We found no practice area for strategizing or development of security strategy. 
Similarly, we extracted relevant words, phrases and sentences describing characteristics of strategists 
from each strategic management literature article. We analysed the extracted texts using thematic 
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analysis technique, and grouped them into five categories. We named these categories of similar 
macro competencies as the five dimensions of the strategist.  

Findings 

This section presents the synthesised findings from literature review. The first part presents findings 
from security literature; and the second part, findings from management literature. 

Role of the Chief Information Security Officer  

Security leaders are required to understand the organisation and industry they are in (Whitten 2008) 
for them to be successful in the ISM practice areas. By this understanding, they are able to 
appropriately identify the assets that require protection, can determine to a reasonable extent the 
threat landscape and thus can attempt to create value through security for the organisation. Security 
executives are required to maintain a focus on the business objectives and continually seek ways to 
better integrate security needs into business processes and objectives, aligning security strategy with 
business goals (Ashenden 2008; Dawson et al. 2010; Lindup 1996; Whitten 2008). 

The CISO has the responsibility for designing, implementing and managing security safeguards and 
countermeasures based on risk management. Thus the CISO, as any other management function, is 
required to optimally configure and allocate available security resources for effective and efficient 
security function (Ashenden 2008; Dawson et al. 2010; Williams 2007). 

Communication lies at the heart of a number of activities required by the ISM practice areas. CISOs 
are required to have good communication, collaboration and influential skills, such that they are able 
to work with other business leaders and secure support from senior management and/or board when 
required and also influence employee behaviour (Ashenden 2008; Fitzgerald 2007; Whitten 2008; 
Williams 2007). 

Gap in Security Literature on the CISO as Strategist  

Though scholars referred to security strategy and aligning security strategy with business strategy, we 
found no formal recognition of security strategy as a security management practice areas. 
Furthermore, very little has been mentioned about the role of the CISO as a strategist and security 
strategizing activities; and very little has been mentioned about CISO competencies required for 
effective development and execution of security strategies. 

The concept of strategy and the role of the strategist in strategy formulation and execution is an 
established and well-articulated subject in strategic management literature. Hence we turned to 
strategic management literature to examine the characteristics required for a good strategist and 
related these to the security executive.  

Strategic Management Literature Perspective of a Strategist 

Our review of strategic management literature revealed a number of characteristics and qualities of a 
strategist, which we have synthesised and condensed into the five dimensions of the strategist. 

The Dimension of Thought 

A great strategist is a visionary who sees a world others are unable to see, is a ground breaker, and 
builds great organisations (Mintzberg 1996). Strategists are required to use their creativity and 
imagination to develop strategies and also shape contexts that underpin decision making structures 
for strategy formulation and implementation processes (Grazzini 2013). Strategists are not only great 
conceptualisers capable of generating ideas (Kets De Vries 2007), they are also masters of the creative 
art of synthesising different ideas into one strategy (Mintzberg 1994). Strategists are innovation 
catalysts (Smaltz et al. 2006); and their actions precipitate the creation of new possibilities for the 
organisation (Carter et al. 2011). The strategist is a person with capacity to think laterally and 
abstractly (Kets De Vries 2007). While lateral thinking allows the strategist to adopt novel approaches 
in solving problems, with abstract thinking they are able to see beyond the obvious and identify 
patterns that signify bigger and less apparent issues. The strategist reaches beyond the boundaries of 
the normal, thinking out-of-the-box, to break new grounds and generate value and growth for the 
organisation (Kets De Vries 2007). 
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The Dimension of Contextualisation 

The strategist must be able to place strategy in context. They must juxtapose their dreams and visions 
of the future with the prevailing environmental context while keeping the long-term objectives in 
sight. Effective strategists are those who by reason of being immersed in the day to day activities have 
acquired sufficient awareness of the organisation’s operational environment and are able to abstract 
strategic information therefrom (Mintzberg 1994). They have achieved contextual awareness, which is 
valuable in crafting and refining strategy. The effective strategist is one who is able to shift easily 
between different levels of analysis, from the level of details to the level of big picture and vice versa, 
as required; and be able to identify patterns and recognise causal relationships within the 
environmental context of the organisation (Watkins 2012). In the same vein, the strategists must 
maintain keen awareness of the environment in which the organisation is operating, which allows 
them to be poised and ready to identify any strategic changes that may present a new opportunity or 
threaten existing position (Montgomery 2008). They are required to identify strategic changes that 
occur in the environment such as introduction of new technologies or adoption of new practices by the 
competition, and be able to determine the corresponding effects on the organisation’s strategy (Carter 
et al. 2011; Dragoni 2011; Gavetti 2011). 

The Dimension of Execution 

The work of the strategist does not end with the articulation of vision and high level strategy, rather, 
the strategist is required to translate the vision and high level strategy into an actionable plan (Angwin 
et al. 2009). In this dimension, the strategists are action-oriented and are required to develop a plan 
that will bring into reality the visions of the desired future. They give action to the dimensions of 
thought and contextualisation. Not only do they develop strategic plan, they also drive the 
implementation of the plan, steering the execution and ensuring continued alignment with the vision 
and overall organisational goals and objectives (Carter et al. 2011; MacLean and MacIntosh 2015; 
Sparrow 2013). The strategist as an entrepreneur, initiates transformational change within the 
organisation, effectively and efficiently allocates resources (human, financial, material, and 
information) required to execute the strategic plan by ensuring the best fit between needs and 
constraints (Carter et al. 2011; Grazzini 2013). The strategist provides clear strategic direction for the 
organization, ensures the continued alignment of strategy implementation with the business goals and 
objectives (Beaver 2002; Hoffmann 2012; Kets De Vries 2007). 

The Dimension of Response 

A change in environmental context may require a commensurate modification or refinement of 
strategy. Strategy is not static. The strategist is skilful at reading situations (Smaltz et al. 2006) and 
maintains a keen awareness of the organisation’s environment - continuously scanning and 
monitoring the prevailing environmental landscape searching for new opportunities or threats that 
could affect current strategy (Carter et al. 2011). Once the strategist spots a new threat or opportunity, 
agility is required to determine the effect of the change and refine strategy accordingly. The more agile 
a strategy is, the easier it is to respond to change in the environment.  

The dimension of response requires that the strategist be able to learn and unlearn rapidly as required 
(Angwin et al. 2009). Ability to quickly learn of what is new in the environment and unlearn when no 
longer relevant is instrumental to being effective as a strategist. Inability to unlearn may result in 
applying knowledge that is no longer relevant to a situation – attempting to solve a new problem using 
old tricks. Flexibility and adaptability are crucial in an ever-changing environmental context. While 
the strategists are required to be able to develop and commit to long-term plans, making strong 
choices at the beginning, they are also required to be able to refine and modify action plans with 
decisiveness and flexibility when so required (Angwin et al. 2009). This ability to make quick 
decisions in the face of changing environmental context (Breene et al. 2007) and to decide which 
detected changes in the environment to respond to (Beaver 2002), are vital qualities of an effective 
strategist.  

The Dimension of Advocacy 

Strategies are not developed, executed and operationalised in isolation, rather effective strategies 
require communication, collaboration, negotiations, motivation and persuasion throughout the 
lifecycle of the strategy.  The strategist is required to be an effective advocate of the strategy from 
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initiation to execution and to institutionalisation. The scope of advocacy is strategic and all reaching – 
from the senior executive level to the non-management level within the organisation, even extending 
outside the organisation to key stakeholders and strategic alliances. The strategist must be able to 
influence reactions of key stakeholders (Watkins 2012). 

As strategies are, in many cases, built on ideas and visions that others cannot grasp or perceive, the 
strategist must be able to clearly communicate the strategy in clear and understandable terms to 
convince and secure the buy-in of all relevant stakeholders (Gavetti 2011). The strategists must be able 
to sell their ideas and ideals. Furthermore, at other times, effective strategies emerge from artfully 
synthesising ideas from different persons (Mintzberg 1994) by effective communication, collaboration 
and negotiation skills. 

In many cases, a new strategy significantly changes the way the organisation operates. The strategist, 
as the advocate, is required to effectively communicate the strategy to the organisation (Carter et al. 
2011) and to create a shared understanding of the vision and strategy within the organisation (Breene 
et al. 2007; Rooke and Torbert 2005). The strategist is skilful in conflict resolution and overcoming 
people’s resistance to change by employing persuasive, negotiating, influencing and collaborating 
skills (Angwin et al. 2009; Smaltz et al. 2006; Watkins 2012). 

The Chief Information Security Officer as a Strategist  

The competencies and qualities of the strategist described in the previous section are equally relevant 
to the ISM domain. This section describes how an information security executive exhibiting the 
competencies defined within each of the five dimensions of the strategist from the management 
literature will be able to overcome the ISM strategic challenges presented in the background section. 

The CISO and the Dimension of Thought 

Organisations currently face a strategic challenge of a highly complex and evolving threat landscape 
that renders traditional security approaches ineffective (see Evolving Threat Landscape Requires an 
Innovative Strategy). The unpredictable and novel nature of threats, increasing innovations in ICT 
and emerging IT trends in organisations require a commensurate novel approach to security strategy.  

CISOs functioning as strategists with the competencies of the dimension of thought are required to 
employ creativity and imaginative thinking to devise effective and relevant strategies. By harnessing 
the power of abstract and lateral thinking, they are able to construct effective strategies without 
having all the fact or knowing what kinds of threats to expect. 

The Stuxnet attack as described by Choo (2011), is a typical example of a creative and ingenious threat. 
The target centrifugal environment for the nuclear enrichment process was adequately secured using 
traditional security. However, not only did Stuxnet inherently employ multiple advanced attack 
vectors that exploited up to four unknown zero day vulnerabilities, it also utilised ingenious and 
unconventional means of achieving initial compromise. Protecting information resources from attacks 
like this, requires CISOs that can draw on creativity, imagination, and the power of abstract and 
lateral thinking to craft strategies of commensurate ingenuity. 

This paper therefore posits that CISOs must be able to draw on creative, imaginative, abstract, 
lateral thinking approaches towards developing novel security strategies to address evolving threat 
landscape in the face of uncertainty. 

The CISO and the Dimension of Contextualisation  

The strategist’s dimension of Contextualisation involves the ability to recognise and place strategy in 
the organisational context, requires a holistic view and long-term orientation, with an ability to 
maintain a keen awareness of the environment. Effective Strategy must be relevant to the organisation 
for which it is crafted. This requires an understanding of the environment within which the 
organisation operates, an adequate and sufficient understanding of the prevailing threat landscape the 
organisation faces, and awareness of current capabilities the organisation possesses. Currently, ISM 
faces the strategic challenge of compliance culture in which security controls are selected arbitrarily to 
meet compliance requirements and therefore do not translate to an effective security posture for the 
organisations (see Security Strategy Transcends Compliance). 

CISOs functioning as strategists with the competencies of the dimension of contextualisation 
recognise that security should not be in isolation to the business. They understand the prevailing 
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threat landscape faced by the organisation, they understand the long-term objectives and goals of the 
organisation and are able to measure and/or determine the social context – values, beliefs, behaviours 
and culture of the organisation. Consequently, they are able to create security strategies that are 
relevant to the organisation which in turn translate to effective security posture. An effective security 
strategy must recognise the organisation’s contextual environment, which includes the organisation’s 
vendors, contractors, customers, competitors and the complex threat landscape.  

This paper therefore posits that CISOs must have a keen awareness of the security environment in 
order to develop long term and holistic security strategies that can be placed in the organisational 
context. 

The CISO and the Dimension of Execution 

The strategist’s dimension of execution involves the ability to translate vision and strategy into an 
actionable plan; to initiate and drive transformational change, while ensuring continued alignment 
with business objectives; and to provide clear strategic direction. CISOs already develop and execute 
security programs, allocating resources (people, funds, time) accordingly. However, this execution is 
performed at an operational level without the business context and strategic oversight. Due to the 
strategic challenge in which Security is perceived as an IT problem, security programs have assumed a 
narrow and system-centric view such that security controls are implemented to solve technical 
problems with an operational view (see Security Strategy Requires a Holistic Organisational View). 

CISOs as strategists operating in the execution dimension are required to translate the articulated 
security vision and strategy into an actionable plan; and continually ensure alignment with 
organisation's business strategy during execution of action plan. They provide clear direction, 
maintaining the strategic context and guiding execution towards desired future outcomes. Without 
this strategic oversight during execution, there is the high tendency of misalignment with the business 
strategy and ultimate derailment, such that implemented solutions no longer represent the intended 
strategic outcomes. CISOs as strategists therefore provide the strategic steer such that, 
implementation of security controls can be halted, altered, refined or fast tracked as required based on 
prevailing strategic context and priorities. Consequently, security controls and counter threat 
measures are effective and fit for purpose on completion, adding value to the organisation as 
intended.  

This paper therefore argues that CISOs must be able to implement an actionable plan (translated 
from a clear vision and direction) within the organisational context using efficient and effective 
allocation of resources. 

The CISO and the Dimension of Response 

The strategist’s dimension of response involves the ability to detect changes in the environmental 
context in a timely manner and to respond with agility. It also requires the ability to modify or refine 
strategy as required with decisiveness in the face of constant change, and the ability to learn and 
unlearn rapidly as required. Currently, organisations are not learning from their security incident 
response process, and thus are not deriving the appropriate situational awareness, which is key to the 
detection and identification of changes within the environmental context (Shedden et al., 2010). 
Consequently, ability to respond to changes in strategic context is deficient (see Response to Strategic 
Change Requires Situational Awareness). 

CISOs as strategists in the dimension of response recognise that the security environment is transient, 
and that security controls selected today, may become obsolete tomorrow due to evolved threat. With 
this recognition therefore, emphasis should no longer be placed on the implementation of 
preventative controls, but rather on the capacity for strategic response. CISOs as strategists must use 
their ability to learn and unlearn rapidly in an exploratory manner to guide organisational learning 
from incidents and changes to achieve appropriate situational awareness. In the event of a change or 
mutation in the threat landscape, lessons learned from previous incidents can be rapidly unlearned as 
a new threat is discovered – resulting in sustained situational awareness. 

The concept of response oriented security strategies exists in security literature. Baskerville et al. 
(2014) describe a response paradigm in which resources are allocated towards timely detection of 
incidents and appropriate response capacity. This research therefore extends existing knowledge in 
security literature by introducing the concept of strategic response in contrast to incident response. It 
argues that CISOs must be able to detect and respond to strategic changes within the environmental 
context and decisively modify security strategy as required 
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The CISO and the Dimension of Advocacy 

The strategist’s dimension of advocacy involves the ability to motivate, inspire, influence, persuade, 
collaborate, communicate clearly, negotiate, and to champion a cause. The strategist in this dimension 
of advocacy is skilful at conflict resolution and overcoming people’s resistance to change. Currently, 
communication gaps exist between ISM and 1) senior management, 2) other functional parts of the 
organisation; and 3) employees in general. Thus leading to further dissociation of security from the 
business and inability to realise desired security behavioural change within the organisation (see 
Security Strategy Requires Effective Communication).  

Security literature already recognises the CISO as the spokesperson for security and is required to 
function as advocate for security within the organisation (Ashenden 2008). However, evidence from 
security literature suggests that the extent of this advocacy has been relegated to that of developing 
and implementing security education training and awareness (SETA) program, which is only a subset 
of overall security program. While championing a SETA program is an operational function, 
championing the Security strategy is strategic.  

CISOs operating as strategists within the dimension of advocacy are thus required to possess the 
communication skills to clearly communicate security strategy in understandable terms to senior 
management in order to secure buy-in for security initiatives. Serving as advocates of security, they 
will be able to champion the cause of security at all levels of the organisation – from the senior 
executive level to middle management and non-management levels. Beyond the usual dos and don'ts 
of security awareness, the CISOs as strategists, are able to breakup currently existing communication 
gaps, overcome people's resistance to change, and facilitate organisational transformation by inspiring 
shared vision of security across the organisation. 

This paper therefore argues that CISO must be able to clearly communicate strategy in order to 
motivate and influence relevant stakeholders towards inspiring a shared vision of information 
security. 

Conclusion  

The highly complex and sophisticated threat landscape modern organisations operate in has 
significantly increased the risk to organisation’s information resources. The increasing magnitude and 
impact of security incidents have revealed that traditional approaches to security management are no 
longer sufficient, and that novel approaches to security strategy are required. Today’s security 
strategies must not only be novel, they must also be dynamic and adaptable in commensuration with 
the unstable security environment, and still maintain alignment with the business goals and 
objectives. This security campaign requires CISOs to function as ‘strategists’ capable of crafting 
security strategies that will enable organisations to achieve their goals and objectives. 

This paper set out to answer the research question: what characteristics are required by the chief 
information security officer to effectively function as a strategist? We observed that the security 
literature lacked a strategic perspective, with no evidence to show that CISOs were required to 
function as strategists. Furthermore, security management within organisations faces a number of 
strategic challenges that detract from the overall effective security posture of the organisations. This 
requires the security function to assume a strategic orientation and develop strategic competencies 
before it can overcome these challenges. 

We subsequently went into the management literature, identified a number of characteristics and 
qualities of the strategist, which we coded using thematic analysis, and condensed into the five 
dimensions of the strategist. These dimensions have been adapted from the management literature 
perspective into the security domain, and discussed in the context of current security management 
strategic challenges. This paper posits that CISOs require the competencies inherent in the five 
dimensions to function effectively as strategists. It further argues that CISOs with these dimensions 
are able to overcome the current strategic challenges faced by security management.  

Contributions 

This paper contributes to practice. Organisations can use the five dimensions as a guide to develop 
testing and selection criteria to recruit the most appropriate CISO. The dimensions provide specific 
competencies required to succeed in discharging the strategic responsibilities of a CISO. They can thus 
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be used as testing and selection criteria for assessing and determining a candidate’s suitability for the 
role. Having the right person for the job adds value to the organisation. 

This paper also contributes to theory. Firstly, it introduces the concept of strategic response to 
security management, in contrast to incident response. While incident management, which focuses on 
incidents that may compromise the confidentiality, integrity and/or availability of information 
resources; there is little emphasis on strategic response. Strategic response is the capacity to detect 
and respond to changes in parameters within the environment, which were taken into consideration 
in developing security strategy. 

Secondly, it attempts to fill the gap of lacking strategic perspective of security management by 
introducing the five dimensions of competencies required by CISOs to function as strategists. An 
understanding of these competencies further provides scholars insight into the strategic role of CISOs. 

Thirdly, this paper draws insights from the management literature, which is well researched and 
established in the concept of strategy and the role of the strategist, and interprets these into the 
security domain. It succeeds in establishing a portal to the security literature from the management 
literature, an approach other researchers in the security strategy field can adopt and utilise in drawing 
and appropriating insights into the security strategy space. 

Limitations and Further Research  

This study has the following perceived limitations. First, as this was a conceptual study based on a 
systematic literature review, no data was collected to provide empirical evidence for how CISOs may 
overcome current strategic ISM challenges, using the competencies of the five dimensions of the 
strategist.  Second, CISOs with the five dimensions may not be able to overcome all strategic 
challenges if their position is not strategically placed within the organisational hierarchy. However, 
Jarzabkowski et al. (2007) argue that not only top management can be strategists; middle-
management and non-management employees could be important as strategists. This could be 
investigated further to determine if and how CISOs who are not occupying a strategic role within their 
organisations can still influence and shape organisational-level security strategy using the five 
dimensions.  Third, it may be difficult to find CISOs with the competencies of a strategist, in this case 
the onus then falls on higher education institutions to instil and help future CISOs cultivate such 
competencies at a tertiary level (Ahmad and Maynard 2014). 

The following represent additional opportunities for further research. First, as the five dimensions 
represent different types of skills and competencies that are required at different stages of strategy 
formulation and strategizing activities. Each dimension and their inherent competencies should be 
investigated to determine which is most suitable for each stage of the strategy lifecycle.  Consequently, 
organisations can have more refined selection criteria for CISOs depending on where they are in the 
strategy lifecycle.  

Second, further research is required in defining and articulating a practice area for security strategy. 
This should include development, execution, operationalisation, and maintenance activities for 
security strategy.  

Third, further research is required to expand the scope of literature review on the characteristics of 
strategist to warfare literature to determine and extract the characteristics of a ‘General’ as a 
strategist. Strategy originated from the military and warfare and as cyberspace has become a 
battleground for cyber warfare (Denning 1999), characteristics of a general as a strategist, which may 
not have been relevant to strategic management, may be relevant to security. These characteristics 
would then be used to expand and enrich the five dimensions presented in this paper.  

Finally, each of the five dimensions appears to resonate with a personality type. This is in line with 
Jarzabkowski et al. (2007)’s argument that the characteristics of a strategist are intertwined with the 
personality and individuality of the strategist. This suggests that looking for the right CISO as a 
strategist, should include a means of assessing individual personality. Thus, further research may be 
required to examine how these strategists’ dimensions translate to personalities, by utilising existing 
or modified personality tests. 
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